Genome scanning by two-dimensional DNA typing: the use of repetitive DNA sequences for rapid mapping of genetic traits.
The existence of repetitive DNA sequences offers the possibility to assess the mammalian genome for individual variation in its entirety rather than at one or only a few sites. In order to fully explore the various sets of mammalian repeat sequences for this purpose, analytical tools are required which allow many if not all individual members of sets of repetitive elements to be resolved and identified in terms of location and allelic variation. We have applied and further developed an electrophoretic system, two-dimensional DNA typing, which may fulfill these requirements. The two-dimensional system combines separation of DNA fragments by size in a neutral gel, with separation by sequence composition in a denaturing gradient gel. By hybridization with minisatellite- and simple-sequence core probes and by inter-repeat polymerase chain reaction techniques, it is possible to obtain individual--and even chromosome-specific separation patterns that consist of hundreds of spots. Computerized image analysis and matching of such spot patterns allows the rapid assessment of multiple polymorphisms, spread over the genome, to monitor genetic variability in populations. When coupled to databases of polymorphic DNA markers with a known genomic location, two-dimensional DNA typing can greatly accelerate the mapping of genetic traits in humans, animals, and plants.